There are three types of quotes; two of these can be purchased using the Fisher Scientific “Quotes” function:

- Buy everything on the quote by adding the items on the quote to the Fisher Scientific shopping cart.
- Buy “a la carte” where items from the quote can be selected to add to the Fisher Scientific shopping cart.
- The third quote option cannot be purchased through Shop@UW -- contact a purchasing agent if you receive this type of quote.

1. Click on the “My Account” dropdown and select the “Quotes” link.

2. Enter the Fisher quote number in the “Quotes search” field and click on “Go” or find the quote number in the list. Click on the “view details” link.
3. Verify the catalog number and quoted price, add a quantity, and click on the “Add Item(s) To Shopping Cart” button.

4. Click on the “Return Cart to Purchasing Application” button and also the “Submit” button on the subsequent Fisher Scientific screen to return to the Shop@UW storefront shopping cart.